Statistical Inventory Reconciliation (SIR)

What if you didn’t have to worry about regulatory compliance?

We are here to tell you that you don’t. The ClearView™ solution advanced Statistical Inventory Reconciliation (SIR) Service is the ideal solution to ensure that your tanks and lines are performing within industry standards, without having to perform exhaustive manual checks.

Subscribe now and reap the rewards

- Remain compliant
- Reduce shrink
- Avoid fines
- Gain peace of mind

No more month-end surprises. The ClearView™ solution SIR Service analyzes all variables, including sales, stock levels and delivery data, to keep your gas station compliant, without the need to install any equipment on site. It also allows for the identification of unexplained shrink, so that you can improve the operating efficiencies of your business.
Drilldown exception reporting on problem tanks
With the ClearView™ solution Statistical Inventory Reconciliation (SIR) Service, you have access to a variety of state-regulated reports. These reports draw attention to any site problems and allow you to take immediate corrective action before you lose margin. Reports are quickly generated and transmitted to headquarters, regional offices or a vendor of your choice.

Federal and regional regulatory leak detection reporting
Inventory control information and calculation
Resolution steps from SIR analysts
Drilldown exception reporting on problem tanks
FTP data submission available
Identification of fuel variance issues including: possible delivery shortages, meter error, theft and tank chart errors.

Additional Benefits of the ClearView™ solution SIR Service
- No upfront costs or capital investment
- Seamless data transfer from most back office systems
- Support in completing Alert Investigation Procedure forms available

Reporting Suite
- Third party compliance reporting for tanks and lines
- One-time loss or gain reporting
- Monthly inventory control reports sent by email, fax or mail*

Why not give us a call and speak with a specialist today?
+1 972 497 9002

*faxed or mailed reports may incur an additional fee

For more information, go to www.doverfuelingsolutions.com
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